A world of comfort.

Welcome to
seven-star luxury.

Alfa Laval is the world leader in plate heat exchangers. In close cooperation with customers and partners, we develop and market heat
exchangers for a vast range of HVAC applications and industrial
environments.
Alfa Laval’s experience in this area goes back more than 60 years
and draws on well over half a million heating and cooling installations
in all climate zones around the world. Though the basic application
remains the same, each new project is different, with diverging
customer circumstances and requirements.
Our focus never changes, though — to give customers an efficient
and reliable thermal solution, high product quality and low cost of
ownership.
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Climate by Alfa Laval.

Climate by Alfa Laval.

Gasketed plate heat exchangers
Alfa Laval’s long experience of plate heat
exchangers (PHE) has resulted in a design that
optimizes thermal and mechanical performance, fouling resistance and ease of installation
and maintenance. Many sizes and appearances are available, to meet specific temperature and capacity specs in HVAC applications.

The Comfort Zone – in style.
The smallest room is 170 sqm, has 14 phones and a pool
table – at a bargain $1,500 per night. The largest suite is
780 sqm and has its own movie theater.
Burj Al Arab in Dubai, nailed to is own artificial mini
island, is arguably the most luxurious hotel in the world.
The spectacular 321-meter building, shaped like a windfilled sail, has 202 suites on 28 floors. And the lobby, with
its stunning 180-meter atrium, boasts the kind of marble
that Michelangelo used for the Sistine Chapel.
This enormous atrium poses some rather special cooling challenges. With outside temperatures reaching 50°C,
the formation of an indoor condensation cloud is a real
possibility. Avoiding it takes engineering skills and welltuned climate systems – two of Alfa Laval’s specialties.

Large gasketed plate heat exchangers from Alfa Laval help
keep temperatures and humidity levels comfortable everywhere. While smaller ones chill the subsea fresh-water
aquarium – using sea water as cooling medium. Even the
hot-water supply is closely controlled by Alfa Laval plate
heat exchangers, ensuring a constant, even temperature in
every single bathroom and kitchen.
When heating or cooling projects are unusually complex
or demanding, the building specs most often call for plate
heat exchangers from Alfa Laval. As the world’s No. 1 supplier, Alfa Laval has more products, more know-how and
more experience than anyone else.

Venice in Vegas.

Twisted beauty.

Venetian canals in the middle of the
desert – complete with gondolas and
medieval bridges. Only in Las Vegas.
The expansive Venetian Resort Hotel
Casino, with 7,074 rooms and suites, is
the largest hotel complex in the world.
A scorching desert sun adds to the
challenge – and cost – of keeping the
entire complex comfortably air-conditioned. Thanks to two very large gasketed
plate heat exchangers from Alfa Laval,
used as economizers for free cooling, the
Venetian saves several hundred thousand
dollars each year in energy costs, compared to using conventional chillers.

The twisting motion of a human body, as
seen by Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava, has become one of Europe’s most
exciting residential buildings – the Turning
Torso, spiraling gracefully 190 meters
above Malmö, Sweden.
In such a tall building, heating, cooling
and tap water become major challenges.
Brazed and gasketed Alfa Laval heat
exchangers, working as vertical circuit
breakers, keep pressure and temperature
even on every level – despite the forces of
gravity.
Many of the 20 units were custommade to cope with the 25 bar of pressure
specified by the engineers.

Brazed plate heat exchangers
Invented by Alfa Laval in 1977, the brazed heat
exchanger (BHE) consists of a copper-brazed
pack of stainless steel plates, ensuring high
thermal and mechanical performance. All BHEs
are thoroughly pressure-tested and leakagetested and are certified according to CE/PED
or ASME.

Fusion-bonded plate heat exchangers
The AlfaNova series are the world’s first
fusion-bonded plate heat exchangers, made
of 100% stainless steel. They are ideal for
HVAC applications requiring high thermal
efficiency and superior mechanical strength.
Their temperature range is -50°C to +500°C,
and the design pressure is up to 25 bar.

